The Supersymmetric SO (10) 
third generation Yukawa couplings in the MSSM at high tan β. The same gauge logic that structures the SM (and justifies the zeroth order decoupling of right handed neutrinos) also makes the Type I seesaw mechanism[4] the most natural rationale for the milli-eV range neutrino masses actually observed. Supersymmetry seems essential to the structural stability of the SM and experience [5, 6] with supersymmetric LR models and renormalizable SO(10) GUTs shows it ensures complete calculability for UV completions of the MSSM.
Thus non-discovery of sparticles in the searches so far has still not dimmed the ardor of its many adherents. Arguments for considering some variety of the MSSM as the effective theory of any GUT became all the more cogent when, with the observation of solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations at Super-Kamiokande, the scale of B-L breaking associated with a renormalizable seesaw mechanism emerged (V 2 EW /(10 −12 GeV ) ∼ 10 14 GeV) in the GUT ball-park. The convergence of these two compelling arguments thus hints at a deep interconnection between B and L violation in a Supersymmetric Grand Unified framework [7, 8] . It is SO(10) not SU (5) GUTs that provide the most natural GUT framework, free of gauge singlets (which are really opaque, and thus anathemic, to the gauge logic pursued so successfully in the SM), for Type I (and also Type II ) seesaw. Thus eventually SO (10) GUTs displaced SU(5) theories and achieved a long delayed vindication and recognition as minimal UV complete frameworks for neutrino oscillations. It was only natural that our pursuit of consistent minimal Left right supersymmetric R-parity preserving models [5] from the mid-nineties led in short order [6] after the epochal measurements of Super-Kamiokande to a realization that the very first complete supersymmetric SO(10) GUT [9, 10] proposed way back in 1982, just after the Georgi-Dimopoulos minimal Susy SU(5) model [11] , was in fact the Minimal Supersymmetric GUT(MSGUT) [12] . This model is now called [13] -due to a transient glory of a truncated version with only 10 + 126 but not 120 coupling to matter fermion bilinears as the Minimal theory [14] -the New/Next MSGUT(NMSGUT).
In the best Popperian mode it has survived another decade of detailed investigation of its ability to fit all available SM, gauge, fermion and neutrino data, as well as the consistency of one-loop threshold corrections at both low and high energy scales made possible by its extreme parameter economy(a.k.a. minimality) and full calculability : simple virtues that are, alas, all too rare among the plethora of its (non-minimal) competitors. The model is based on a 210 ⊕ 126 ⊕ 126 GUT Higgs system and already in 1982 [9] showed clearly that prevention of a RG flow catastrophe due to large pseudo-goldstone supermultiplets requires a single step breaking of Susy SO(10) to the MSSM : later rediscovered in the context of another R-parity preserving but non-minimal model [6] . Being a complete theory of gauge physics the model is capable of fitting and/or predicting most, if not all, of the commonly considered varieties of BSM physics, including neutrino masses, the g-2 muon anomaly, 2. An embedding of high scale supersymmetric renormalizable inflexion [17] This flavour symmetry is naturally broken at the GUT scale by the NMSGUT Higgs fields which promote themselves rather naturally to also carry the function of being Yukawons i.e. fields whose vevs determine the Yukawa couplings in the effective MSSM besides simultaneously breaking SO(10) while maintaining renormalizability.
4. The models in item 3. above are made possible by a novel conflation of supergravity mediated supersymmetry breaking with the breaking of gauged flavour symmetry in the Hidden sector of the model using the so called Bajc-Melfo calculable metastable Susy breaking vacua [18, 20] .
Thus the NMSGUT potentially provides a completely realistic and predictive theory of particle physics in all energy ranges and cosmological epochs. We have even speculated [21] that the Landau pole in the NMSGUT gauge coupling which occurs quite near the Planck scale should be interpreted as a physical cutoff on the perturbative dynamics associated with the scale where the NMSGUT condenses(via a strong coupled supersymmetric dynamics) in the ultra violet. This scale could then function as the Planck scale of an effective induced supergravity at large length scales emergent from the NMSGUT when the metric and gravitino fields introduced to define a coordinate independent microscopic GUT acquire kinetic terms due to quantum effects. Since items 2) 3) are published as [17, 18] and are also reported in these proceedings in the contributions of my collaborators Ila Garg and Charanjit Kaur respectively, I will touch upon them only briefly but focus on the results in 1), 4) and discuss some of their implications while referring the reader to the published papers [12, 13, 22, 23, 25, 26] for details.
II. NMSGUT BASICS
The NMSGUT superpotential is built from the quadratic SO (10) [1, 2, ±1] mass terms. The mixture is described by the so called " Higgs fractions" [12, 23] .
The GUT scale vevs( units m/λ) are known functions of x which is a solution of the cubic
The complete set of GUT scale mass matrices for the 26 different MSSM irrep types and tree level low energy effective Superpotential was calculated [13] extending the result for the MSGUT [22, 23, 26, 27] . Using these and two loop RG flows the gauge, superoptential and soft susy breaking parameters at GUT scales can be matched, using a downhill simplex search procedure, to the known values of the MSSM data described above [13] . This also yields a mini-split (10-100 TeV) supersymmetry sparticle spectrum with large A 0 , µ parameters, light gauginos and Bino LSP, super heavy Higgsinos, sfermions in tens of TeV and sometimes a smuon(or other sfermion) light enough (i.e within 10% of the light Bino LSP) to coannihilate with it and provide acceptable dark matter relic density [29] . The light smuon case is obviously attractive if Supersymmetry is called upon to explain the muon magnetic moment anomaly and emerges in the right ball park for these solutions. Flavour violation in the Quark and Lepton sectors is also well controlled because of the multi-TeV masses of most of the sfermions. Moreover A 0 is required to be large to allow the b quark mass to be fitted and this was found [13, 15] serendipitously before Higgs discovery made it a requirement for Supersymmetry.
III. GUT SCALE THRESHOLD CORRECTIONS AND BARYON DECAY RATE
The SO (10) parameters determined by the realistic fit are substituted into the effective (dimension four) superpotential describing Baryon violation which, after RG flow to low energies, is used to calculate the proton decay rate. As is well known the generic result gives a lifetime of some 10 27 years i.e some 7 orders of magnitude shorter than the current limits from the Super Kamiokande experiment. The beautifully complete and predictive fits are thus of little use if this problem remains unsurmountable. However, as in previous tight spots, the NMSGUT points out a convincing and illuminating, generically applicable and dynamical, pathway out of the difficulty : precisely because of the available explicit solution described above.
Superpotential parameters renormalize only by wave function corrections. In the computable basis sets where heavy supermultiplet masses are diagonal a generic heavy field type Φ (conjugate Φ) mass matrix diagonalizes as :
Circulation of heavy within light field propagators entering the matter( [30] a finite wave function renormalization in the fermion and Higgs Kinetic terms
Unitary matrices
We define a new basis to put the Kinetic terms of the light matter and Higgs fields in canonical form :
Thus when matching to the effective MSSM it is Yukawa couplings of the effective MSSM
and not the original tree level ones that match the MSSM at the matching scale.
Light Chiral field Φ i the corrections have generic form (Z = 1 − K) :
where Crucially the SO(10) Yukawa couplings (h, f, g) AB also enter into the coefficients L ABCD , R ABCD of the d = 5 baryon decay operators in the effective superpotential obtained by integrating out the heavy chiral supermultiplets that mediate baryon decay [13, 22, 23] .
Y f must be diagonalized to mass basis (denoted by primes) so that d = 5, ∆B = ±1 decay operator coefficients become
The search for a fit with the constraint that L ABCD , R ABCD be sufficiently suppressed drastically. This mechanism is generically available to realistic multi-Higgs theories. Indeed we go so far as to say that any UV completion incapable of performing this computation will remain less than quantitative and thus is no viable completion proposal at all. A tedious calculation determines the threshold corrections, see [31, 32] for details. Z 0 also leads to smaller GUT couplings and compressed heavy spectra compared to previous fits. Higher loop corrections seem computationally prohibitive. However we have calculated [28, 29, 37] the complete SO(10) two loop beta functions and two loop threshold corrections also rely upon the same anomalous dimensions. So convoluting GUT scale mass spectra with our SO(10) loop sums determines two loop threshold corrections as well. Recovering our one loop results by this method is the necessary first step to proceed in this direction [38] .
Searches for fits using the threshold corrected Baryon Decay operators yield s-spectra similar to those found earlier, but with smaller values of all couplings (because of the constraints Z H,H > 0 imposed on the searches: which are badly violated if almost any of the super potential parameters grow large), and acceptable d = 5 B decay rates: as shown in Table 1 .
Imposing M ax|O (4) | < 10 −22 GeV −1 gives proton lifetimes above 10 34 yrs. Z H,H approach zero (from above) while Z f,f are close to 1 : since 16−plet Yukawas are all suppressed. See [28, 29, 31, 32] for further details of these and and many related issues.
Our fits are associated with very distinctive sparticle spectra. An example is shown in Table 2 which is of the general type used to evaluate the B-violation rates seen in Table 1 .
Note the peculiar and remarkable smallness of the smuon mass which is a consequence of an squarks of the light generations may emerge lightest) provides the necessary co-annihilation channel for achieving an acceptable Bino LSP dark matter [29] . The smuon case is doubly attractive since it will also contribute to the muon g-2 anomaly. We note however that the sfermion spectra shown here are not yet loop corrected and that the loop corrected spectra in solutions where we have found so far do not present this feature. 
IV. SUPERSYMMETRIC SEESAW INFLATION
The necessity of cosmological Inflation and even its description in terms of of a single 'Inflaton' slowly rolling down a potential plateau before oscillating around its true minimum to produce quanta of the low energy theory in the post-inflationary reheating regime is by now well accepted [39] . However the provenance of the Inflaton field and potential is faced by an embarrassing multiplicity of candidates: many of which are compatible [39] family symmetry suffers from none of these defects and gauging it ensures that no Goldstone bosons arise when it is spontaneously broken. We emphasize that in contrast with previous 'spurion/Yukawa-on"(see e.g. [44] ) our model is renormalizable and GUT based.
The GUT superpotential has exactly the same form as the MSGUT (See [13, 22, 23, 26] for comprehensive details) :
We have shown how the 120-plet is included in W F but have studied only MSGUTs (i.e [35] . A curse because there are strong constraints on the existence of such light moduli which normally demand that their mass be rather large (> 10 TeV) due to the robust cosmological('Polonyi') problems arising from decoupled modes with Planck scale VEVs [36] .
In contrast to the simple Polonyi model and String moduli, the BM moduli have explicit couplings to light fields through family D-term mixing and loops. Moreover the MSGUT scenario favours [13, 32] large gravitino masses > 5 − 50 TeV. Thus the Polonyi and moduli problems may be evaded. In any case the cosmology need be considered seriously only after we have shown that the MSSM fermion spectrum is indeed generated by the "Yukawonified"
NMSGUT [46] .
VI. DISCUSSION
The vast range of applicability of the NMSGUT well fits it to claim that it is a theory for all epochs. Not only does it present a well controlled framework for realizing the long standing dream of Grand Unification in a completely realistic fashion, it also makes distinctive predictions concerning the observation of supersymmetry and lepton flavour violation and dynamically palliates the proton decay problem that has chronically afflicted live dangerously, we hope that this will be seen as a scientific virtue of the NMSGUT and its generalizations rather than as an unnecessary concreteness and optimism: with which it is sometimes reproached. [3] C. S. Aulakh, "Fermion mass hierarchy in the Nu MSGUT. I. The Real core," hep-ph/0602132. dicted that the 1-3 sector mixing angles in the leptonic mixing matrix were most likely large (as was found experimentally in 2012). These original papers provided a strong impetus but in our present understanding quantum threshold effects at M S , M X result in mass formulae that obey essentially none of the constraints that follow from the tree level generic analysis.
The freedoms assumed by these generic analyses find no support in the explicit computations possible in the (N)MSGUT [13, 25] which show that some of the coefficients assumed in the generic fits are simply unreachable and the MSGUT cannot fit the fermion data [24, 25] . These inabilities were the motivation for the reassignment of roles for the different SO(10) Higgs in the NMSGUT with 10 ⊕ 120 and large tan β driven quantum corrections allowing charged fermion fits and tiny 126 couplings boosting the Type I neutrino masses to acceptable levels by lowering the right handed neutrino masses below 10 13 GeV.
[ Higgs triplet mass using non-renormalizable terms in the GUT superpotential and/or utilizing the enormous freedom in the soft supersymmetry breaking parameter space can evade the prima facie stringent constraints due to d = 5 proton decay in minimal supersymmetric SU(5) GUTs. While this may be strictly true for the minimal(and non realistic) SU(5) model it remains a fact that these operators are much less suppressed by the GUT scale and that if the soft terms are also generated consistently from GUT compatible susy breaking operators then they generically the proton decay rathe is 6-8 orders of magnidue larger than current limits. We therefore take the view that a resolution of this issue in terms of the structural
